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Why Does the Brain Predict Sensory Consequences of
Oculomotor Commands? Optimal Integration of the
Predicted and the Actual Sensory Feedback
Siavash Vaziri, Jörn Diedrichsen, and Reza Shadmehr
Laboratory for Computational Motor Control, Department of Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

When the brain initiates a saccade, it uses a copy of the oculomotor commands to predict the visual consequences: for example, if one
fixates a reach target, a peripheral saccade will produce an internal estimate of the new retinal location of the target, a process called
remapping. In natural settings, the target likely remains visible after the saccade. So why should the brain predict the sensory consequence of the saccade when after its completion, the image of the target remains visible? We hypothesized that in the post-saccadic period,
the brain integrates target position information from two sources: one based on remapping and another based on the peripheral view of
the target. The integration of information from these two sources could produce a less variable target estimate than is possible from either
source alone. Here, we show that reaching toward targets that were initially foveated and remapped had significantly less variance than
reaches relying on peripheral target information. Furthermore, in a more natural setting where both sources of information were
available simultaneously, variance of the reaches was further reduced as predicted by integration. This integration occurred in a statistically optimal manner, as demonstrated by the change in integration weights when we manipulated the uncertainty of the post-saccadic
target estimate by varying exposure time. Therefore, the brain predicts the sensory consequences of motor commands because it
integrates its prediction with the actual sensory information to produce an estimate of sensory space that is better than possible from
either source alone.
Key words: forward models; efferent copy; optimal integration; reaching; Bayesian models; motor control

Introduction
Consider a situation in which a person is reading a book and
decides to reach for a cup located in her peripheral vision. She
saccades to the cup, then saccades back to the book, and after a
short delay initiates the reach. Previous studies suggest that the
position of the reach target (the cup) is coded in fixationcentered coordinates (Henriques et al., 1998; Batista et al., 1999;
Pouget et al., 2002). Furthermore, near the time of the second
saccade, this fixation-centered representation is updated: cells in
many areas of the brain exhibit “remapping” (Duhamel et al.,
1992; Walker et al., 1995; Umeno and Goldberg, 1997; Batista et
al., 1999; Nakamura and Colby, 2002; Medendorp et al., 2003;
Merriam et al., 2003). That is, cells with retinocentric receptive
fields that will cover the cup after the saccade begin to discharge
in anticipation of that visual input. However, as the saccade takes
place, why would the brain predict the resulting location of the
cup? In the natural setting, the actual image of the cup will appear
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in peripheral vision shortly after completion of the saccade, making prediction seemingly superfluous.
One possibility is that the estimate of target location as sensed
through peripheral vision is inaccurate; perhaps the mean is biased (Bock, 1986). Foveating the target and remapping that location might result in a removal of this bias. However, Henriques et
al. (1998) and others (Medendorp and Crawford, 2002; Pouget et
al., 2002; Poljac and Van Den Berg, 2003) demonstrated that
reaches to remapped targets are biased in the same way as reaches
to peripheral targets. In experiment 1, we confirmed this result.
However, we found that the remapped estimate of the target had
better precision (smaller variance) than the estimate derived
from peripheral vision.
In our example, the cup will not disappear after the person
saccades back to the book. This implies that after completion of
the saccade, the brain has two sources of information for estimating the location of the cup: one predicted through remapping and
the other estimated from real-time peripheral vision. In light of
recent work on the integration of two sensory perceptions (van
Beers et al., 1999; Ernst and Banks, 2002) or on the integration of
a sensory perception and a memory (Niemeier et al., 2003; Körding and Wolpert, 2004), we hypothesized that in the postsaccadic period, the brain might integrate the two sources of
information to form a better estimate of target position. The
optimal estimate would take into account the variance of both the
predicted and the actual sensory information and weigh them by
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and conditions. A, Subjects used a robotic arm to make planar reaching movements to visual targets that were displayed on an opaque screen that was suspended
above the robot handle. The reach target and other visual markers used in the experiment were displayed using an LCD projector held from the ceiling. Direct visual feedback of the hand and arm was
prevented by covering the space around the screen using a dark cloth (data not shown). Eye position was measured with an infrared camera attached to a helmet, and a bite bar was used to stabilize
the head. B, The reach target, fixation point, and a cursor indicating robot position (beneath screen) were displayed on a 30 ⫻ 25 cm screen. The hand starting position was 23 cm away from the
subjects’ cyclopean eye position. Angular position can either be expressed relative to the starting location of the hand (reach angle) or expressed relative to the cyclopean eye position (visual angle).
C, Conditions in experiment 1 began with the display of a fixation cross (gray crosshair) and hand-cursor (small black circle). The dashed gray lines converging at the fixation point indicate the
direction of gaze. The reach target (solid black square) was presented from 500 to 1000 ms. The target was extinguished (dotted black square) at 1000 ms (as well as fixation cross in the control
condition only), and a variable memory delay (500, 1500, or 3000 ms in duration) followed in all conditions. In the remapping condition, the fixation cross jumped (black dotted arrow) at 1000 ms,
requiring a saccade to the new fixation position. At the end of the memory delay, an auditory tone instructed the subjects to initiate their reach toward the remembered target location. The fixation
cross and hand-cursor disappeared before start of the reach. D, Events in conditions of experiment 2 were arranged based on auditory tones delivered at 0, 900, and 1800 ms (gray circles on
timelines). These tones corresponded to the following events: appearance of fixation cross, jump in fixation cross requiring saccade (remapping and combined only), and, finally, reach start. Reach
target exposure times for each condition are labeled as “Target display” on the timelines. Variable exposure lengths (75, 200, 325, or 450 ms) were used in the static condition and the second target
display of the combined condition that could also appear at variable positions of 0, ⫺5, or ⫹5° with respect to the first target display (pre-saccadic). In all conditions, visual markers (fixation cross
and hand-cursor) still visible at 1650 ms were extinguished, signaling subjects to begin the reach at 1800 ms with the arrival of the final tone. Remap, Remapping.

the inverse of their variances. In experiment 2, we tested this
prediction. We manipulated the uncertainty of peripheral information by varying the length of target exposure and tested
whether the weights of the integration changed accordingly. We
found that the brain combined the remapped target estimate with
an estimate derived from peripheral vision, and this resulted in a
more precise reach than was possible from each source of information alone.

Materials and Methods
As shown in Figure 1 A, subjects were seated in front of a Plexiglas screen
(30 ⫻ 25 cm) that was suspended in the horizontal plane above a planar
(2 degrees of freedom) robotic arm (Ariff et al., 2002; Nananyakkarra and
Shadmehr, 2003). Background light was minimized; however, the edges
of the screen were visible. The center of the screen was at a distance of 30
cm from the subjects’ eyes (mid-point), measured while the head was
stabilized with a bite bar (adjustable in vertical direction). As a result, the
screen was approximately located below shoulder level. The screen was

made opaque with thick white paper covering the viewable topside. This
prevented the subject from seeing their hands below the screen. The
subjects were asked to hold the robot handle and make reaching movements to targets that were displayed on the screen using a liquid crystal
display (LCD) projector (attached to ceiling). The position of the robot
handle was displayed on the screen using a cursor (Fig. 1 B). Therefore,
what is referred to as a reaching movement involved the relocation of the
robot handle to bring the cursor to the target. Because the cursor viewed
by the subjects on the screen was directly above the robot handle, the
relationship between movements of the robot and corresponding
changes in cursor position was very easy to learn. Visual feedback of the
hand and arm was prevented by using a dark cloth draped around the
screen. Therefore, the only visual feedback about hand position came
from the hand-cursor. Apart from the pretraining session (details explained later), reaching movements were made to the remembered location of the target. Furthermore, before the movement began, the handcursor was turned off and thereby removed hand visual feedback during
the movement.
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Measurement of hand position was obtained from the robot with a
resolution of 0.05 mm. Eye position was monitored using a headmounted infrared light source and camera (gaze accuracy of 1°, 100 Hz
sampling rate; iView system, SensoMotoric Instruments, Teltow, Germany). At the start of every set of movements (110 trials), the eye system
was recalibrated by having the subject fixate 24 targets of known position
on the screen.
Two experiments were performed on separate groups of subjects all
naive to the purpose of the experiments. The Johns Hopkins University
Institutional Review Board approved the experimental protocols, and all
subjects signed a consent form.
Experiment 1. Ten right-handed subjects (five males and five females;
mean age, 22.5 years) were used. They made reaching movements under
three conditions (Fig. 1C): control, static, and remapping. All conditions
began with the robot positioning the hand at the start position located at
a point along the midline and the projector displaying a cursor (circle,
0.15 cm diameter) indicating current hand position. A fixation cross
(crosshair, 0.8 cm in length and width) appeared and indicated the start
of the trial. The position of the fixation cross depended on the condition
associated with that trial, as explained later for each condition. After 500
ms of fixation, a reach target (square, 0.9 cm side length) was displayed
for a duration of 500 ms. The target appeared at a distance of 11 cm and
a direction of either ⫹10° or ⫺10° (randomly selected) with respect to
the starting hand position (the ⫹10° target is shown in Fig. 1C). During
target display, the fixation cross remained visible and subjects maintained fixation.
In the “control condition,” the fixation cross appeared at the same
position as the reach target. This allowed for the natural behavior of
reaching to the fixation point.
In the “static condition,” the fixation cross was displayed at an eccentricity of ⫾18° visual angle from the reach target. This corresponded to
an angle of ⫾40° with respect to the hand starting position. Therefore,
the static condition resulted in a peripheral viewing of the target.
In the “remapping condition,” the fixation cross was initially shown at
the same position as the reach target. After the end of target display, the
fixation cross jumped ⫹18° or ⫺18°, resulting in a saccade and a remapping of the remembered target position. Therefore, the remapped position of the reach target had the same eccentricity as the target in the static
condition.
In all conditions, a variable memory delay of 500, 1500, or 3000 ms
started after the reach target was extinguished at 1000 ms into the trial.
Note that the fixation cross was also extinguished at 1000 ms for the
control condition, whereas it remained visible for the static and remapping conditions. At the end of the memory delay, both the hand-cursor
and fixation cross (for remapping and static) disappeared and an auditory cue signaled the subject to reach to the remembered location of the
target. Subjects were instructed to maintain gaze direction until the
movement had ended. The movements had to start within 250 ms after
the auditory cue and end within 460 –550 ms. If these constraints were
satisfied, a pleasing sound was generated. Otherwise, the subjects received the following feedback about failure to meet the constraints: (1)
the words “late” or “early” were displayed to give feedback concerning
the timing of reach start; or (2) the words “slow” or “fast” were displayed
to give feedback regarding the duration of the reach. The trial concluded
with the robot bringing the hand back to the start position. Trials with
visual feedback of the hand (hand-cursor on) were presented occasionally (1 in 10 trials) to prevent degradation of movement accuracy caused
by proprioceptive drift (Wann and Ibrahim, 1992). Reaching, however,
was still made to the memorized location of the target to prevent visual
error feedback. These trials were excluded from the analysis.
There were 15 possible combinations of condition, delay, and fixation
position. Each combination was repeated 20 times for a total of 300 trials,
divided into three sets. The combinations were interleaved randomly.
Before the start of the main experiment, the subjects participated in
two sessions of training. During session 1, we provided complete visual
feedback of the hand (hand-cursor on) and displayed the reach target
throughout the trial. In these trials, reaching movements were performed
without any constraints on gaze position. This training session allowed
the subjects to learn the mapping between changes in robot and cursor
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position (learning occurred in 5–10 trials). During session 2, we provided
the actual conditions of the experiment until the subjects became comfortable with the gaze requirements of each condition (usually ⬃100
trials). Note that during these trials, movements were still made to the
memorized target position and therefore the subjects never received visual error feedback. We tested for the effect of training by looking for
changes in movement error as a function of set number. Training could
possibly lead to an improvement in performance; however, we did not
find any significant changes in performance (bias and variance) across
sets.
Experiment 2. Five right-handed subjects (four males and one female;
mean age, 27.6 years) were used. They were tested in conditions designed
to investigate whether remapped and static target estimates are combined
when both are available before reaching (Fig. 1 D). A trial began with the
robot positioning the hand at the midline start position and the computer selecting the position of the upcoming reach target (the target was
not displayed yet). The selected target position was chosen from a sequence of targets having directions in the range of ⫺10 to ⫹10° (generated from a uniform distribution) with respect to the starting hand position (the 0° is shown in Fig. 1 D). The distance of the selected target
from the start position was 11 cm. After the robot brought the hand to the
start position, the hand-cursor and the fixation cross were displayed to
mark the start of the trial.
We attempted to tightly control when participants initiated their saccades and reaches. To achieve this, auditory tones were delivered at 0,
900, and 1800 ms into the trial. The first tone signaled the subject to fixate
the fixation target. The second tone corresponded to the time when the
fixation crosshair jumped to the periphery, requiring a saccade in the
remapping and combined conditions. The final tone at 1800 ms signaled
the subject to begin the reach.
In the control condition, the fixation cross was shown at the position
of the upcoming reach target, signaling the start of the trial. At 450 ms,
the reach target was displayed. At 900 ms, both the fixation cross and the
reach target disappeared. However, subjects continued to maintain their
gaze. The hand-cursor disappeared at 1650 ms into the trial, signaling
subjects to prepare for the reach. The reach was triggered at 1800 ms with
the presentation of the last auditory tone.
In the static condition, the fixation cross was displayed at ⫾18° with
respect to the target location. At 1200, 1325, 1450, or 1575 ms, the target
was displayed while the subject continued to maintain fixation. At 1650
ms, the reach target, the fixation cross, and the hand-cursor disappeared.
Therefore, the duration of target exposure was 75, 200, 325, or 450 ms.
The reach was triggered at 1800 ms with the presentation of the last
auditory tone.
In the remapping condition, an initial fixation cross was displayed at
the position of the upcoming target. The target was displayed at 450 ms.
At 900 ms, the target disappeared and the fixation cross jumped ⫾18°
with respect to the target direction, instructing a saccade. At 1650 ms, the
reach target, the fixation cross, and the hand-cursor disappeared. The
reach was triggered at 1800 ms with the presentation of the last auditory
tone.
In the “combined condition,” the events were the same as in the
remapping condition up until 1200 ms into the trial. After the saccade,
the target then reappeared at 1200, 1325, 1450, or 1575 ms as in the static
condition. The second target presentation was at either 0° (unshifted) or
shifted by a visual angle of ⫾2° (shifted) with respect to the first reach
target position (Fig. 1 D, three black squares). The ⫾2° shift in the second
target presentation corresponded to a change of ⫾5 ° in the reach angle.
The use of auditory tones as cues for controlling the timing of saccades
was important because in the combined condition, we wanted the subjects to complete their saccade before the second target presentation
began. In this way, the second target exposure would be completely peripheral as desired. In the combined condition (exposure, 450 ms), subjects only had 300 ms to complete their saccade before the second target
was displayed. The average saccade reaction time to the change in fixation position was 153 ms (SD, 54 ms). Therefore, by using auditory tones,
we were able to significantly reduce the number of trials excluded from
analysis because of delayed saccades. Also, it was important to control the
timing of reaches given the strong dependence of the variability of
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subject. We subtracted this baseline bias from the reaching error that we
measured when gaze was not on target (static, remapping, and combined
conditions). Errors in depth were also quantified. However, we did not
find any significant difference across conditions.
Integration model. In experiment 2, we hypothesized that the target
estimate in the combined condition was computed as a weighted average
of target estimates based on the remapped and post-saccadic target information. These constituent remapped and post-saccadic target estimates are each characterized, respectively, in the remapping and static
conditions. Our characterization of a target estimate consists of its bias
and variability that we approximated by the mean and variance of reaching errors made to that target. The weighted average model states that the
target estimate in the combined condition, xc, is a weighted average of the
target estimate in the remapped condition, xr, and in the static condition,
xs, as follows:

x c ⫽ ␣xr ⫹ 共1 ⫺ ␣兲 xs.
Figure 2. Performance measure. The error in the reaching movement (solid black line) was
quantified by the angle () between the movement and target direction. Movement direction
was defined by a line (gray dashed) connecting the start position (gray circle) and the end point
of the reach (black dot). The angle () between the fixation cross (black cross) and target with
respect to the starting hand position was used as a measure of target eccentricity. The equivalent measure of target eccentricity in visual angles is also reported in the Results.

reaches on the memory interval found in experiment 1. Reach reaction
times (255 ms; SD, 79 ms) were not significantly different across
conditions.
We used the same performance feedback scheme as in experiment 1.
Additionally, we gave a movement accuracy score to motivate the subjects to reach accurately: trials were binned into groups of 10, and the
average distance of the reach end points with respect to the target was
displayed after at every 10th trial.
There were a total of 35 different combinations of conditions, fixations, exposure levels, and target shifts: control (1), remapping (2 fixations), static (2 fixations ⫻ 4 exposures), combined (2 fixations ⫻ 4
exposures ⫻ 3 positions for the second target). Each combination was
repeated 32 times during the experiment. Because of a large number of
trials, the experiment was broken down into four sessions and each session was performed on a separate day. A session consisted of four sets of
70 trials with brief rest periods between each set. Within each set, every
10th trial was a control visual feedback trial similar to the first experiment. The initial training protocol was identical to that described for
experiment 1. In addition, at the beginning of each session, participants
performed a set of reaching movements under complete visual feedback
and a constantly lit target to refamiliarize them with the robotic arm.
Again, as described for experiment 1, we did not find a change in movement performance (bias and variance) across sets. This indicates that
training did not influence movement errors.
The static condition in either experiment used targets at an eccentricity of 40° (visual angle, 18°). To investigate the effect of target eccentricity
on reach errors, we performed an additional experiment (n ⫽ 7) in which
participants performed reaching movements in a static condition (identical to experiment 1) with target eccentricities at 20, 40, or 60° (visual
angles: 8, 18, or 32°).
Performance measure. We connected the start and the end point of each
reach and measured the angular deviation with respect to a straight line
to the target (Fig. 2). The sign of the resulting angle depended on whether
the reach was directed toward or away from the fixation. For example,
missing the target 2° (with respect to the starting location of the hand) to
the right during leftward fixation was considered an error of ⫹2°. The
same reach under right fixation was assigned a value of ⫺2° (underestimation). By using coding relative to fixation, we were able to combine the
reach errors for the left and right fixation. In this way, for both fixation
directions, positive angular errors indicated overestimation of target eccentricity, whereas negative errors indicated underestimation of target
eccentricity. The bias in the control condition (i.e., the condition in
which gaze was on target) served as a baseline measure of error for each

(1)

The parameter ␣ determines the weight given to the target estimate in the
remapped and static condition, respectively, and takes on values in the
range [0, 1]. Integration takes place when the value of ␣ is ⬎0 and ⬍1. In
contrast, a value of zero or unity indicates a target estimate in the combined condition that is equivalent to the estimate in either the static or
remapped conditions and hence implies an absence of integration. To
estimate ␣, we applied the expected value and variance operators to both
sides of equation 1:

E 关 x c] ⫽ ␣E关 xr] ⫹ 共1 ⫺ ␣兲 E关 xs]

(2)

var关 xc] ⫽ ␣2 var关 xr] ⫹ 共1 ⫺ ␣兲2 var关 xs].

(3)

Although parameter ␣ could be calculated from either Equation 2 or
Equation 3, the variance model, unlike the mean response model, is a
quadratic function of ␣ and therefore produces two solutions. Although
the solution outside the range [0, 1] can be ignored, there will still be
instances depending on the variances in which two valid solutions exist.
To avoid the problem of multiple solutions, we solved for ␣ using Equation 2:

␣⫽

E 关 x c兴 ⫺ E关 xs兴
.
E关 xr兴 ⫺ E关 xs兴

(4)

It is clear from the denominator of Equation 4 that a difference in value
between the remapped target estimate E[xr] and the post-saccadic target
estimate E[xs] is a prerequisite for calculating the integration weight ␣.
To establish this difference, we introduced a manipulation in the combined condition whereby a small shift was applied between the presaccadic and post-saccadic target presentation.
In experiment 2, we sought to investigate whether integration, if
present, was optimal in minimizing the variance of the combined condition. This can be verified by comparing the actual weights obtained using
Equation 4 with the predicted optimal weights. The weights that minimize the variance of the combined estimate are proportional to the inverse of the uncertainty (variance) of the constituent sources:

␣ Optimal ⫽

1
var关 xr兴
1
1
⫹
var关 xs兴 var关 xr兴

⫽

var关 xs兴
.
var关 xs兴 ⫹ var关 xr兴

(5)

This weight is, in fact, the solution of the minimization of var[xc] (Eq. 3)
with respect to ␣. Therefore, by plugging ␣Optimal into Equation 3, we
obtain the optimal var[xc]:

var关 xc兴Optimal ⫽

var关 xr兴var关 xs兴
.
var关 xs兴 ⫹ var关 xr兴

(6)

An alternative integration mechanism is one that is based on fixed
weights. In this type of integration, the weights assigned to each estimate
are constant and therefore independent of the uncertainty in the estimate. To differentiate between a fixed or optimal weighting mechanism,
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we varied the post-saccadic target exposure
lengths to induce different levels of uncertainty. If integration is optimal, the weights
should vary as a function of exposure levels,
whereas fixed weights should remain
unaffected.
We could not use Equations 5 and 6 directly
because variance in a reaching movement is
likely to be influenced by both the estimate of
the target location and the motor noise associated with its execution (van Beers et al., 2004).
If we label the reach directions in the combined, remapped, and static conditions with
the random variables rc, rr, and rs and assume
that motor noise is independent of the noise
associated target location estimate, we have the
following:
2
var关rr兴 ⫽ motor
⫹ var关rr兴
2
⫹ var关rs兴
var关rs兴 ⫽ motor
2
var关rc兴 ⫽ motor
⫹ var关rc兴,

(7)
Figure 3. Single-subject reach performance in experiment 1. A, Average reach trajectory in the control (dashed line), static
(solid line), and remapping (dotted line) conditions, separately for right (circle) and left (square) fixation. The lower box is the
starting position. B, Reach end points relative to the target (located at origin) for the control, static, and remapping (Remap)
conditions at memory delays of 0.5 and 3 s. For the static and remapping conditions, end points for both left (square) and right
(circle) fixations are displayed.

2
where motor
represents the variability attributable to motor noise. The implication of
introducing motor noise into the model is
that the measured variance in each reaching
condition cannot be used directly to approximate the target estimate
variability. Rather, we need some way to estimate the variance induced by motor noise and subtract it from the measured variance in
the reaching conditions. We therefore introduced the control condition in which the target was fixated and assumed that the variance in
the reaches made in this condition is a good estimate of the motor
noise. We then used Equation 7 to arrive at variances of target
positions.

Results
Experiment 1: remapping reduced reach variance
The average reach trajectories (mean movement time, 480 ⫾ 43
ms) for a typical subject in experiment 1 are shown in Figure 3A.
The corresponding reach end points are shown in Figure 3B.
When the target appeared in peripheral vision (static condition),
either in the left or in the right visual field, the subject overestimated its eccentricity and therefore exhibited a positive bias. The
same reaching bias was found in the remapping condition. However, the end point variability in the remapping condition at 0.5 s
is smaller than in the static condition (Fig. 3B). In the control
condition (fixation on target), the subject reached more accurately and with greater precision to the target; however, a small
bias was still observed. The average reach direction in the control
condition was used as a baseline when comparing remapping and
static conditions across subjects. We performed a repeatedmeasures ANOVA with the factors fixation (left vs right), condition (static vs remapping), and delay (0.5, 1.5, and 3 s). Because
we did not find a significant effect for fixation (F(1,9) ⫽ 0.72; p ⫽
0.42), nor a significant interaction (condition by fixation: F(1,9) ⫽
1.23, p ⫽ 0.30; delay by fixation: F(2,18) ⫽ 0.15, p ⫽ 0.86), we
combined the results for the left and right fixations. We observed
that subjects overestimated the eccentricity of the target in both
the static and remapping conditions (Fig. 4 A) and that the bias in
these two conditions was statistically equivalent (F(1,9) ⫽ 0.85;
p ⫽ 0.38). In addition, changes in the delay period had no significant effects on the patterns of bias (main effect of delay: F(2,18) ⫽
1.1, p ⫽ 0.35; delay by condition interaction: F(2,18) ⫽ 0.9, p ⫽
0.43).
In contrast, the variability of the reach direction was signifi-

Figure 4. Average results of experiment 1. A, Bias of the reach error averaged over fixation
(left and right) and subjects. Positive values indicate a bias away from the fixation point. The
bias in the control condition for each subject was used as a baseline. B, SD of reach errors as a
function of condition and memory interval. Remap, Remapping.

cantly affected by the remapping and the passage of time (Fig.
4 B). A two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors
condition (control, static, and remapping) and delay (0.5, 1.5,
and 3 s) revealed a significant main effect of condition (F(2,18) ⫽
35.48; p ⬃ 0), delay (F(2,18) ⫽ 4.60; p ⫽ 0.024), and conditionby-delay interaction (F(4,36) ⫽ 3.35; p ⫽ 0.020). The data suggested that the effect of memory delay on variability is specific to
the remapping condition (Fig. 4 B). To test this idea, we performed a one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA for each condition separately and tested the main effect of delay. The effect of
delay was only significant in the remapping condition (F(2,18) ⫽
8.51; p ⫽ 0.003), but not in the control (F(2,18) ⫽ 0.35; p ⫽ 0.71)
and static (F(2,18) ⫽ 0.628; p ⫽ 0.545) conditions. We found that
the variability in the remapping condition increased from a value
similar to the control condition at 0.5 s (remapping and control at
0.5 s; t(9) ⫽ 2.32; p ⫽ 0.045) and approached the static variability
at the longer memory delay of 3.0 s (remapping and static at 3 s;
t(9) ⫽ 0.32; p ⫽ 0.76). Importantly, we found a highly significant
improvement in the remapping variability over the static condition at a delay of 0.5 s (t(9) ⫽ 5.32; p ⬍ 0.001).
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Figure 6. Average reach variance in experiment 2. A, SD (st. dev.) in the control, remapping
(Remap), static (solid black line; different target exposures), and combined (dotted gray line;
different post-saccadic target exposures under no target shift) conditions averaged across fixations and subjects. The mean optimal variance (dashed black line) was calculated individually
for each subject based on their static and remapping variability. Motor noise (control condition)
was first subtracted from the individual variances (static and remapping) and then added back
to the resulting optimal estimate calculated by Equation 6. B, Average optimal weight of the
static estimate (dashed black line) calculated (Eq. 5) separately for each subject based on the
variability data in A (static and remapping conditions). We also show the actual weight (dotted
gray line) found by fitting movement direction data of Figure 7 to Equation 4. These weights
were calculated separately for the shift-away and shift-toward trials of the combined condition,
and their averages are reported.

Figure 5. Single-subject reach performance in experiment 2. A, Sample eye and hand trajectories of the combined condition (target shift) in the x-direction. Gray circles on the time axis
indicate when auditory tones were given. B, Reach end points relative to the target (origin) in
the control, remapping (Remap), static, and combined conditions. The end points for both the
left (square) and the right (circle) fixation conditions and the 75 and 450 ms exposure levels are
shown.

In summary, reaches that were performed after the target was
remapped peripherally were equally biased as reaches performed
after static viewing of the target in the periphery. However, at
short memory intervals after the remapping, the remapped target
estimate exhibited a smaller variance than the static condition
target estimate. With larger memory delays, the variance associated with the remapped target increased.
Experiment 2: the remapped target estimate was combined
with post-saccadic information to reduce reach variance
In the combined condition, participants initially fixated the reach
target for 450 ms. After making a saccade to the periphery, they
were shown (for a variable exposure period) either the same or a
slightly shifted version of the pre-saccadic target (Fig. 5A). Did
the brain combine the visual information available after the saccade
with the remapped visual information from before the saccade? If so,
we can make the following predictions regarding the mean and variance of the reach trials in the combined condition:
(1) If the pre-saccadic and post-saccadic target information
are integrated to improve the estimate of the target location, the
reach variability for the combined condition should be smaller
than the variability of both the static and remapping conditions.
Furthermore, a lower bound for the variability of the combined
condition is given by the values predicted by optimal integration
(Eq. 6).

(2) When the post-saccadic target appears in a different location than the pre-saccadic target, integration predicts that the
mean direction of the resulting reach should fall between two
variables: the remapped estimate of the target and the estimate
derived from the post-saccadic view of the target. If the integration is optimized, then the weight of each of these two variables
should depend on the relative variance of the two sources of
information (Eq. 5).
We first consider the variability of the reaches. Figure 5B
shows the reach end points from a single participant in the control, remapping, static, and combined (no target shift) conditions. The variability of the static condition at 75 ms is large,
whereas the variability of the combined condition at the same
target exposure level is markedly reduced. Figure 6 A shows the
SD of the static, remapping, and combined conditions (only the
trials without target shifts were included in this plot) averaged
across fixations and subjects. We found that the variability was
lowest in the control condition in which subjects fixated the reach
target. The reach variability was largest in the static condition
when the target exposure time was smallest (75 ms). As the length
of target exposure increased in the static condition, the reach
variability decreased (F(3,12) ⫽ 3.95; p ⫽ 0.029). The remapping
variability was smaller than the static variability at the lowest
target exposure of 75 ms (paired t test; t(4) ⫽ 4.33; p ⫽ 0.007).
However, at 450 ms, which equals the target exposure used in the
remapping condition, the variability of the remapping and static
conditions became similar. This is consistent with the result of
experiment 1 (Fig. 4 B): the memory delay of the remapping condition in experiment 2 was set to 900 ms, and interpolation at this
memory load using Figure 4 B predicts similar variability for the
remapping and static conditions.
To test our first prediction, we compared the variability of the
combined condition (Fig. 6 A, dotted gray line) with the static
condition and found it to be significantly smaller at all exposure
periods (all p ⬍ 0.01). The variability in the combined condition
was also smaller compared with the remapping condition for all
exposures, except 75 ms (all p ⬍ 0.05). This suggested that the
brain combined the two sources of information (remapped and
post-saccadic) in a way that resulted in a target estimate that was
better than the individual remapped and post-saccadic target es-
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timates. If the weighting of each source of information was optimal, then the resulting reach variance should be minimized. We
therefore set out to calculate the theoretical lower bounds on
reach variance in the combined condition. We used the variance
in the control condition to represent motor noise and used Equation 7 to compute var[xr] and var[xs] (i.e., variance of the
remapped and post-saccadic target estimates) from the measured
variances in the corresponding reach condition (remapping and
static). Substituting these values in Equation 5 produced the theoretically optimal weighting of the post-saccadic and remapped
estimates of target position (Fig. 6 B, dashed black line, Optimal).
We then inserted the optimal weights in Equation 3 and computed the lower bounds for the variance of reach trials in the
combined condition (Fig. 6 A, , dashed black line, Optimal). Remarkably, we found that the actual variability of the reach trials in
the combined condition was quite similar to the lower bounds
predicted by an optimal integration model ( p ⬎ 0.1 for 75, 200,
and 450 ms; p ⬎ 0.05 for 325 ms).
To test our second prediction, we considered the mean reach
direction in the condition in which after the saccade, a target
appeared for a variable time at ⫾2° visual angle with respect to the
pre-saccadic target (equal to a 5° change in reach angle). We
imagined that the resulting reach could be explained by one of
three scenarios. In the first scenario, the reach plan relied entirely
on the remapped target estimate and ignored the post-saccadic
target exposure. In the second scenario, the reach plan relied
entirely on the target estimate provided by the view of the postsaccadic target. In the third scenario, the reach plan had access to
both target estimates (remapped and post-saccadic) and
weighted the two as a function of their uncertainty.
The predictions of the first and second scenario are illustrated
in Figure 7A. The line at 0° corresponds to the pre-saccadic target
position. The first column shows the remapping condition in
which the target was remapped when participants made a saccade. As found in experiment 1, remapping led to an overestimation of the distance of the target from the fixation point and
resulted in biased reaching movements. We would predict similar
reaching movements for the combined condition based on the
first scenario in which the reach plan only relies only on the
remapped target estimate and ignores post-saccadic information.
The mean reach direction of the combined condition should be
similar to the remapping condition regardless of the postsaccadic target exposure level (Fig. 7B, solid black line).
The second column in Figure 7A shows the bias for the static
condition at all exposure levels (solid black line, actual reach). At
an exposure level of 450 ms (matching exposure for remapping),
the bias is nearly identical to the remapping bias (t(4) ⫽ 0.12; p ⫽
0.91) consistent with the results of experiment 1. In the static
phase of the combined condition, the post-saccadic target was
presented at a shifted position of ⫾5° reach angle (Fig. 7A, dotted
squares) with respect to the pre-saccadic target. If only the postsaccadic information is used in forming the reach plan (second
scenario), then the reach should be equally biased for the new
post-saccadic target. Therefore, the predicted mean reach direction under scenario 2 (black dotted lines in Fig. 7A and replotted
in Fig. 7B) is a shifted version of the mean reach direction associated with the static condition (solid black line) when the postsaccadic target shifts by ⫾5°. This predication relies on the assumption that the reaching bias in the static condition based on a
target eccentricity of 40° (visual angle, 18°) resulted in a similar
bias for targets at 35° or 45° (post-saccadic eccentricities of the
combined condition at visual angles of 16 and 20°). To test this
assumption, we ran a control study (see Materials and Methods).
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Figure 7. Average reach direction in experiment 2. A, Mean angular reach direction averaged (over fixation and subject) for the remapping (Remap; black circle) and static (solid black
line for all exposures) conditions. The predicted reach direction in the combined condition in
which target estimate is based on post-saccadic target exposure [dotted black line both for a
post-saccadic target shifted away (square) and shifted toward gaze (triangle)] is also shown. All
reach directions are plotted with respect to the pre-saccadic target position of the combined
condition (0° grid line). Reach directions are assigned a positive sign if directed away from gaze
and a negative sign if directed toward gaze. B, Mean angular reach direction of the combined
condition [dotted gray line both for a post-saccadic target shifted away (square) and shifted
toward gaze (triangle)] and the predicted optimal reach direction (dashed black line for each
shift type). Measures were averaged over subjects and fixations.

Participants performed reaching movements in a static condition
with target eccentricities at 20, 40, or 60° (visual angles: 8, 18, or
32°). We found a small increase in bias from 20 to 40° but no
significant difference between 40 and 60°. Therefore, the reaching
bias within the small range of 35– 45° (16 –20° in visual angles)
remained constant.
In the final scenario, the reach target is estimated as a weighted
combination of the remapped and the post-saccadic target estimate. This predicts that the actual reach direction should fall
somewhere between the prediction of the first two scenarios. The
observed mean reach directions in the combined condition (Fig.
7B, dotted gray lines for each shift) supported this hypothesis. For
a target shift in either direction, the movements were directed
toward a location between the predicted reach using a remapped
target estimate (Fig. 7B, solid black line) and the predicted reach
using the post-saccade target estimate (Fig. 7B, dotted black line
for each shift). Paired t tests between the remappingand combined conditions revealed significant differences for all exposure
levels and both shift directions (all p ⬍ 0.01). Similar paired t tests
between the static and combined conditions at each exposure
level and shift direction were also significant (all p ⬍ 0.05).
Because the measured reach variance was near the lower
bounds predicted by optimal integration (Fig. 6 A), the optimal
weights should also be able to predict the mean direction of the
reaching movements for the various exposure times. We inserted
the weights plotted in Figure 6 B (dashed line) into Equation 2
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and plotted the resulting predicted mean reach direction for the
⫹5° and ⫺5° target shifts (Fig. 7B, dashed black lines). Remarkably, the actually measured mean reach direction in the combined condition (Fig. 7B, dotted gray lines) matched those predicted by optimal integration. To summarize, the measured
biases of the reaching movements in the combined condition at
various exposure times suggested that the reach plan was formed
through an integration of the remapped estimate with the estimate derived from post-saccadic view of the target.
Finally, we compared the weights used for the integration directly to the weights predicted by an optimal integration rule (Eq.
5). Particularly, we wanted to determine whether the weights are
constant or whether they can be affected by changes in the underlying variances of the information sources. The predicted
weights are based on the variability of the constituent target estimates derived from the remapping and static conditions. An increase in the post-saccadic target exposure time produced a decrease in the variability of the target estimate (Fig. 6 A, Static). As
a result, the predicted optimal weight associated with the postsaccadic target estimate increased with exposure time (Fig. 6 B,
dashed black line). Did the actual integration take into account
this changing variability of the post-saccadic information and
adjust its weight as a function of exposure time as predicted by
optimal integration?
We used the average reaching direction in the combined condition (Fig. 7B) under post-saccadic target shifts to estimate the
actual integration weights that were used by the subjects to combine the remapped and static target estimates (Eq. 4). These
weights are plotted in Figure 6 B (dotted gray line). As predicted,
the weight associated with the post-saccadic target was lowest
when its variance was highest (at 75 ms exposure time). Indeed,
the actual integration weight used by the participants showed a
significant effect of exposure (F(3,12) ⫽ 5.32; p ⫽ 0.015). To compare the actual weights with the optimal weights, we performed a
two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA with exposure and weight
type as main effects. Only the effect of exposure time was significant (F(3,12) ⫽ 6.16; p ⫽ 0.009). Neither the weight-type main
effect (F(1,4) ⫽ 0.037; p ⫽ 0.86) nor the interaction effect
(F(3,12) ⫽ 1.90; p ⫽ 0.18) was found to be significant. Therefore,
we observed a reasonably close match between the timedependent pattern of the actual integration weights and those
predicted by optimal integration.

Discussion
When one fixates a reach target but then looks away, the brain
produces an internal estimate of the remapped location of the
reach target in fixation-centered coordinates (Batista et al., 1999;
Medendorp et al., 2003; Crawford et al., 2004). A remapped internal estimate can be achieved by using a copy of the eye motor
commands (Sommer and Wurtz, 2002) in conjunction with a
forward model of the eye to predict where on the retina the image
of the target should fall after the saccade. However, this remapping seems redundant because peripheral (static) vision of the
reach target is available after the saccade and can be used to
re-estimate its fixation-centered location. Indeed, reaches that
are made to a target that has been remapped to peripheral vision
produce errors that have a similar bias as reaches that are made to
a static peripheral target (Henriques et al., 1998; Medendorp and
Crawford, 2002). If both the remapped and peripherally perceived information is subject to the same bias, then what is the
purpose of the remapped estimate?
One may argue that in a situation in which the reach target
disappears, remapping is necessary to maintain a fixation-
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centered representation of the target. Alternatively, one may also
suggest that the brain must have a way to differentiate between
changes in visual input attributable to self-generated motion of
the eyes compared with motion of the objects in the world. Our
results provide an additional reason. In experiment 1, we demonstrated that reaching to remapped targets produced errors that
were equally biased as reaches made to static targets. However,
reaches to remapped targets had significantly lower variance. In
experiment 2, we found that the remapped target estimate was
combined in an optimal manner with the post-saccadic target
information to produce an overall target representation that was
even more precise than the remapped estimate: the bias
(combined-shift) and the variance (combined no-shift) of the
final estimate of the target location were consistent with a Bayesian integration of the remapped and post-saccadic information
about the target. Therefore, our results suggest that the brain
generates an internal estimate of visual consequences of oculomotor commands, termed a forward model (von Holst, 1954;
Miall et al., 1993), and combines this estimate with the actually
observed visual feedback to produce an estimate of visual space
that is far more accurate than is possible from either source alone.
Our results predict that this improved precision depends on
whether the target is initially foveated. Foveal vision has high
resolution, and the neural substrates involved in reaching toward
foveal versus peripheral targets are distinct (Prado et al., 2005).
Therefore, we predict that if a peripheral target is remapped, the
remapped estimate will have higher uncertainty and its weight in
a subsequent integration with actual sensory feedback will be
lower than if the target was fixated initially.
In experiment 2, reach errors suggested that after a saccade,
the remapped estimate of target location and the current visual
feedback from the target were combined by weights that depended on their individual uncertainty. Such an estimate coincides with the Bayesian integration of the two information
sources (assuming Gaussian distributions), in which the
remapped estimate becomes a prior that is combined optimally
with the new post-saccadic target information. Other studies
provide support that the nervous system is capable of producing
such Bayesian inference (Hinton et al., 1995; Ernst and Banks,
2002; Sahani and Dayan, 2003; Körding and Wolpert, 2004). An
alternative explanation would be that the brain uses a constant
weighting scheme independent of the uncertainty of the two information sources. We found a significant influence of exposure
duration on the integration weights, arguing that the uncertainty
of the information sources is used to determine the weights for
integration. Although the change in weights matched the prediction under the assumption of optimal integration, the effect was
rather small. Furthermore, we only varied the reliability of the
post-saccadic, but not of the pre-saccadic, information. To test
the hypothesis of optimal integration of visual information across
saccades further, future studies might vary the uncertainty of
both information sources over a larger range.
In describing the integration process, we assumed that the
remapping and the subsequent static exposure to the target resulted in two independent representations that coexisted until
they were integrated when the reach go-cue was given. This is
reasonable because the remapped representation is memory
based, whereas the static information is received in real time and
so two distinct neural substrates might carry target information
from the two sources. However, another possible integration
mechanism consists of a single representation of the target that is
continuously combined with new target information, using a
Kalman filter. This means that the initial remapped representa-
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tion is integrated with post-saccadic information as soon as it is
received and the resulting representation is again combined with
the continuing post-saccadic information about the target.
One unresolved question is why both the peripherally perceived and remapped target estimates show a bias away from
fixation. We replicated this finding, first reported by Henriques et
al. (1998), in both of our experiments. It seems that although the
forward model produced a less variable target estimate, it suffered
from the same bias as a peripherally viewed target. Henriques et
al. (1998) argued that the bias arose because the internal models
for eye– hand coordination that account for the eye– head geometry were not calibrated under conditions of gaze deviation with
the head unnaturally restrained (Henriques and Crawford,
2002). Following this idea, there would be no inherent biases in
the target representations themselves (Poljac and Van Den Berg,
2003). Alternatively, the bias could arise in the perception of a
peripheral target. The forward model that performs the remapping is constantly calibrated based on an error signal consisting of
a difference between the predicted target estimate (remapped)
and the biased sensory information (static condition). Initially,
when remapping produces an unbiased target estimate, there
would be a non-zero error signal that then adjusts the forward
model to make its prediction similar to the biased target estimate
of the static condition.
Another question that remains open is how awareness of the
visual shift would influence the integration of pre-saccadic and
post-saccadic information. We established in post interviews that
our participants were not aware of the 2° target shifts in the combined condition. This is the phenomenon of change blindness
that refers to our inability to detect changes in stimulus position
that occur during saccades [saccadic suppression (Mack, 1970;
Bridgeman et al., 1975, 1979)] or when a blanking period precedes the reappearance of the stimulus (Deubel et al., 1996). Despite not being aware of the target shifts, participants displayed
changes in reach direction consistent with the findings of
Goodale et al. (1986). This lack of awareness is quite remarkable,
given that the SD of the remapped and static target estimates was
on the order of 0.44° visual angle for remapping and 0.60° for the
static condition (accounted for control condition motor noise).
Thus, the perceived difference between the pre-saccadic and
post-saccadic target estimate would have a SD of 0.74. This
should have provided an optimal observer with enough information to detect a 2° target jump quite reliably (correct on 99.6% of
the trials; d⬘ ⫽ 2.68). Nevertheless, participants integrated presaccadic and post-saccadic information believing that the target
had remained stationary. In a pilot study, one participant became
aware of the shifts, and he relied solely on the new post-saccadic
information, as evidenced by his reach direction in the shifted
combined condition. It would be valuable to systematically investigate how integration depends on the size and detectability of
target shifts. Specifically, does visual awareness of the shift prevent the integration of the remapped prior? This remains to be
explored.
Wolpert et al. (1995) made the seminal observation that during a reach, the brain estimated the state of the arm by integrating
two sources of information: one derived from efferent copy and
the other derived through proprioceptive feedback. Our results
show that the same principle explains the estimate of the brain of
visual reach targets following saccades and extends it by demonstrating that the neural mechanisms of estimation obey Bayesian
rules of inference. Our proposed optimal integration of presaccadic and post-saccadic information regarding a reach target

also relates to the idea that the perceptual representation of the
environment is based on the integration of information across
saccadic eye movements (Irwin, 1991; Niemeier et al., 2003;
Brockmole and Irwin, 2005). Therefore, an important role of
forward models is to provide an independent source of information about the sensory world, which is then combined statistically
with actual sensations to form final estimates that guide our
actions.
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